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Theories of Democracy
Interprets the Ecuadorian transition to civilian rule following a prolonged period of
military dictatorship (1972-79), and assesses the difficulties posed by efforts to
consolidate democracy during the decade that followed. It focuses on civilian
opposition to the policies of the regime.

Democracy for Realists
Written by the preeminent democratic theorist of our time, this book explains the
nature, value, and mechanics of democracy. In a new introduction to this Veritas
edition, Ian Shapiro considers how Dahl would respond to the ongoing challenges
democracy faces in the modern world. "Within the liberal democratic camp there is
considerable controversy about exactly how to define democracy. Probably the
most influential voice among contemporary political scientists in this debate has
been that of Robert Dahl."--Marc Plattner, New York Times "An excellent
introduction for novices, as well as a trusty handbook for experts and political
science mavens."--Publishers Weekly

A Preface to Democratic Theory, Expanded Edition
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There are few better examples of analysis – the critical thinking skill of
understanding how an argument is built – than Robert Dahl’s Democracy and its
Critics. In this work, the American political theorist closely analyzes the democratic
political system and then evaluates whether the arguments that are in favor of it
are, in fact, rigorous. ¶Dahl sets out to describe democracy’s merits and problems,
asking if it really is the worthwhile political system we believe it to be. Knowing
that the idea of democracy is now almost universally popular, his detailed analysis
leads him to look at a number of regimes that claim to be democratic but do not, in
truth, practice democracy. But Dahl is not only interested in uncovering
uncomfortable truths. He goes further and creates a set of standards by which we
can all decide whether a country really is democratic. Dahl’s analysis of the
evidence leads him to conclude that the following criteria must be met for a regime
to be considered truly democratic: elected officials control policy-making; there are
free and fair elections of officials; everyone must have a right to vote; everyone
has the right to run for office; there is freedom of speech; alternative information is
available; and people can form free, independent political groups.

On Democracy
Robert Dahl's Preface helped launch democratic theory fifty years ago as a new
area of study in political science, and it remains the standard introduction to the
field. Exploring problems that had been left unsolved by traditional thought on
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democracy, Dahl here examines two influential models--the Madisonian, which
represents prevailing American doctrine, and its recurring challenger, populist
theory--arguing that they do not accurately portray how modern democracies
operate. He then constructs a model more consistent with how contemporary
democracies actually function, and, in doing so, develops some original views of
popular sovereignty and the American constitutional system.

Breaking Democracy's Spell
Discusses Pluralist, New Right, Elitist, Marxist and Neo-pluralist theories. Provides
summary of intellectual origins, methodology and key strengths and weaknesses
with examples from United States, Western Europe, etc.

On Democracy
What are the chief challenges posed to contemporary democracy by modern
technology, and how can democratic theory best respond to, or at least reflect on,
those challenges? Inhabiting the kind of technologically advanced era in which we
live, what sources are available within political theory for theoretical insight
concerning the problem of democratic engagement with technology? The purpose
of this volume is to canvas a broad range of theorists and theoretical traditions in
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order to address these questions, including Hegel and Marx, Rousseau and John
Dewey, Heidegger and Simone Weil, Habermas and Walter Benjamin, Hannah
Arendt and Hans Jonas. Commentaries on all these important thinkers -- focused on
the issue of contemporary technology as posing unique social and political
challenges for democratic political life -- yields rich and ambitious resources for
theoretical reflection.

A Preface to Democratic Theory
A collection of classic and contemporary writings on democracy, suitable for use in
a wide variety of undergraduate and graduate courses.

Measuring Democracy
Democracy and Its Critics
This text assembles the evidence of how democratic institutions and processes are
changing and considers the larger implications of these reforms for the nature of
democracy. The findings point to a new style of democratic politics that expands
the nature of democracy.
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The Struggle Over Borders
This book argues that a well-educated citizenry and freer flow of information has
contributed to a state of "hyperdemocracy" which impedes itself. This book applies
the idea of 'reflexive modernization' to democratic theory, setting out a new
perspective on the challenges democracy faces.

Democratic Theory and Technological Society
In this accessible and authoritative work of political science and political
philosophy, one of the most prominent political theorists of our time provides a
primer on democracy: what it is, why it is valuable, how it works, and what
challenges it confronts in the future. Robert Dahl begins with an overview of the
early history of democracy. He goes on to discuss differences among democracies,
criteria for a democratic process, basic institutions necessary for advancing the
goals of democracy, and the social and economic conditions that favor the
development and maintenance of these institutions. Along the way, he illustrates
his points by describing different democratic countries, explaining, for example,
why India, which seems to lack most of the conditions for a stable democracy, is
nevertheless able to sustain one. Dahl answers such puzzling questions as why
market-capitalism can both favor and harm democracy. And he concludes by
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examining the major problems that democratic countries will face in the twentyfirst century, problems that will arise from complexities in the economic order,
from internationalization, from cultural diversity, and from the difficulty of
achieving an adequate level of citizen competence.

Who Governs?
Rainer Bauböck is the world’s leading theorist of transnational citizenship. He
opens this volume with a question that is crucial to our thinking on citizenship in
the twenty-first century: who has a claim to be included in a democratic political
community? Bauböck’s answer addresses the major theoretical and practical
issues of the forms of citizenship and access to citizenship in different types of
polity, the specification and justification of rights of non-citizen immigrants as well
as non-resident citizens, and the conditions under which norms governing
citizenship can legitimately vary. This argument is challenged and developed in
responses by Joseph Carens, David Miller, Iseult Honohan, Will Kymlicka and Sue
Donaldson, David Owen and Peter J. Spiro. In the concluding chapter, Bauböck
replies to his critics.

How to Be a Dictator
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Conference papers.Companion to: Democracy's value. Includes Bibliographical
references and index.

Debating Political Reform in China: Rule of Law vs.
Democratization
From the Samuel Johnson Prize-winning author of Mao's Great Famine, a sweeping
and timely study of twentieth-century dictators and the development of the
modern cult of personality. No dictator can rule through fear and violence alone.
Naked power can be grabbed and held temporarily, but it never suffices in the long
term. In the twentieth century, as new technologies allowed leaders to place their
image and voice directly into their citizens' homes, a new phenomenon appeared
where dictators exploited the cult of personality to achieve the illusion of popular
approval without ever having to resort to elections. In How to Be a Dictator, Frank
Dikötter examines the cults and propaganda surrounding twentieth-century
dictators, from Hitler and Stalin to Mao Zedong and Kim Il Sung. These men were
the founders of modern dictatorships, and they learned from each other and from
history to build their regimes and maintain their public images. Their dictatorships,
in turn, have influenced leaders in the twenty-first century, including Vladimir
Putin, Xi Jinping, and Recep Tayyip Erdogan. Using a breadth of archival research
and his characteristic in-depth analysis, Dikötter offers a stunning portrait of
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dictatorship, a guide to the cult of personality, and a map for exposing the lies
dictators tell to build and maintain their regimes.

Theories of the State
Explores how republican political thought can make a constructive and distinctive
contribution to our understanding of democracy and the challenges it faces.

Constitutionalism and Democracy
Citizens, parties, and movements are increasingly contesting issues connected to
globalization, such as whether to welcome immigrants, promote free trade, and
support international integration. The resulting political fault line, precipitated by a
deepening rift between elites and mass publics, has created space for the rise of
populism. Responding to these issues and debates, this book presents a
comprehensive and up-to-date analysis of how economic, cultural and political
globalization have transformed democratic politics. This study offers a fresh
perspective on the rise of populism based on analyses of public and elite opinion
and party politics, as well as mass media debates on climate change, human
rights, migration, regional integration, and trade in the USA, Germany, Poland,
Turkey, and Mexico. Furthermore, it considers similar conflicts taking place within
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the European Union and the United Nations. Appealing to political scientists,
sociologists and international relations scholars, this book is also an accessible
introduction to these debates for undergraduate and masters students.

Democracy's Edges
Deliberation, Participation and Democracy
Political science & theory.

After the Revolution: Authority in a Good Society
For this fiftieth-anniversary edition, Dahl has written an extensive new afterword
that reevaluates Madisonian theory in light of recent research. And in a new
foreword, he reflects back on his influential volume and the ways his views have
evolved since he wrote it. For any student or scholar of political science, this new
material is an essential update on a gold standard in the evolving field of
democratic theory.

Unequal Democracy
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Saving Democracy presents a bold yet practical plan for reinventing American
democracy for the twenty-first century. The book diagnoses contemporary political
ills as symptoms of corruption in our large republic and develops a new
understanding of representative democracy. Building on the ideas of James
Madison and Thomas Jefferson, Saving Democracy shows how it is possible to
combine the traditional town hall and the Internet to fashion a new theory of
representative government that empowers citizens and bridges the enormous gap
that now exists between the political elite and the average voter. Under the
author's plan, in each of the nation's 435 congressional districts a local assembly
of 100 citizens, selected by lot, would meet to discuss the major domestic and
international issues. The role of this assembly would be deliberative and advisory
and its views would constitute a second, more sophisticated and informed measure
of public opinion than traditional public opinion polls. The next step would be the
establishment of the People's House, which would hold actual legislative power.

Democratic inclusion
In this updated and expanded edition of his classic text, Arend Lijphart offers a
broader and deeper analysis of worldwide democratic institutions than ever before.
Examining thirty-six democracies during the period from 1945 to 2010, Lijphart
arrives at important—and unexpected—conclusions about what type of democracy
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works best. Praise for the previous edition: "Magnificent. . . . The best-researched
book on democracy in the world today."—Malcolm Mackerras, American Review of
Politics "I can't think of another scholar as well qualified as Lijphart to write a book
of this kind. He has an amazing grasp of the relevant literature, and he's compiled
an unmatched collection of data."—Robert A. Dahl, Yale University "This sound
comparative research . . . will continue to be a standard in graduate and
undergraduate courses in comparative politics."—Choice

Saving Democracy
Bartels’s acclaimed examination of how the American political system favors the
wealthy—now fully revised and expanded The first edition of Unequal Democracy
was an instant classic, shattering illusions about American democracy and spurring
scholarly and popular interest in the political causes and consequences of
escalating economic inequality. This revised, updated, and expanded second
edition includes two new chapters on the political economy of the Obama era. One
presents the Great Recession as a "stress test" of the American political system by
analyzing the 2008 election and the impact of Barack Obama's "New New Deal" on
the economic fortunes of the rich, middle class, and poor. The other assesses the
politics of inequality in the wake of the Occupy Wall Street movement, the 2012
election, and the partisan gridlock of Obama’s second term. Larry Bartels offers a
sobering account of the barriers to change posed by partisan ideologies and the
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political power of the wealthy. He also provides new analyses of tax policy,
partisan differences in economic performance, the struggle to raise the minimum
wage, and inequalities in congressional representation. President Obama identified
inequality as "the defining challenge of our time." Unequal Democracy is the
definitive account of how and why our political system has failed to rise to that
challenge. Now more than ever, this is a book every American needs to read.

James Madison
Theories of Democracy builds on Robert Dahl's observation that there is no single
theory of democracy; only theories. Beyond the broad commitment to rule by the
majority, democracy involves a set of contentious debates concerning the proper
function and scope of power, equality, freedom, justice, and interests. In this
anthology, Ronald J. Terchek and Thomas C. Conte have brilliantly assembled the
works of classical, modern, and contemporary commentators to illustrate the deep
and diverse roots of the democratic ideal, as well as to provide materials for
thinking about the way some contemporary theories build on different traditions of
democratic theorizing. The arguments addressed in Theories of Democracy appear
in the voices of authors who have championed influential theories concerning the
opportunities and dangers associated with democratic politics. In this collection,
Terchek and Conte have selected excerpts not as a means for promoting a
particular way of looking at democracy, but rather they have wisely chosen works
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that will enable students to carry on an informed discourse on the meaning and
purposes of democratic principles and practices. Theories of Democracy is a must
for every student of democracy's past, present, and future.

Polyarchy
The growing disconnect between China's market-oriented economy with its
emerging civil society, and the brittle, anacronistic, and authoritarian state has
given rise to intense discussion and debate about political reform, not only by
Western observers, but also among Chinese intellectuals. While some expect
China's political reform to lead to democratization, others have proposed to
strengthen the institution of single-party rule and provide it with a solid legal base.
This book brings the ongoing debate to life and explores the options for political
reform. Offering the perspectives of both Western and Chinese scholars, it presents
the controversial argument for building a consultive rule of law regime as an
alternative to liberal democracy. It provides several critiques of this thesis, and
then tests the thesis through empirical studies on the development of the rule of
law in China.

A Preface to Democratic Theory, Expanded Edition
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Tocqueville pessimistically predicted that liberty and equality would be
incompatible ideas. Robert Dahl, author of the classic A Preface to Democratic
Theory, explores this alleged conflict, particularly in modern American society
where differences in ownership and control of corporate enterprises create
inequalities in resources among Americans that in turn generate inequality among
them as citizens. Arguing that Americans have misconceived the relation between
democracy, private property, and the economic order, the author contends that we
can achieve a society of real democracy and political equality without sacrificing
liberty by extending democratic principles into the economic order. Although
enterprise control by workers violates many conventional political and ideological
assumptions of corporate capitalism as well as of state socialism. Dahl presents an
empirically informed and philosophically acute defense of "workplace democracy."
He argues, in the light of experiences here and abroad, that an economic system
of worker-owned and worker-controlled enterprises could provide a much better
foundation for democracy, political equality, and liberty than does our present
system of corporate capitalism.

On Political Equality
American political theorist Robert Dahl’s 1961 work of political theory exhibits
deep levels of creative thinking. When Dahl wrote, the American system of liberal
democracy was generally considered to be shaped by a small group of powerful
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individuals who dominate because they are wealthy and influential. But by
connecting the evidence in a new way in Who Governs? Dahl argued convincingly
against this view. Dahl suggested that power is actually distributed among a
number of competing groups, and that each of those groups seeks to influence
decisions. He puts forward a definition of political power as the ability to make
others do what you want them to, concluding that – while most people do not
actively participate in politics and so do not exert a direct influence – power is still
fragmented, and citizens do indirectly shape decision-making. Dahl’s novel
explanation of the existing evidence emerged from a study of three areas of policymaking in the city of New Haven: political nominations, urban redevelopment, and
public education. His research revealed that different people wielded power in
each area, and that only the mayor, whose power is checked by those who vote for
him, was powerful in all three. These new connections allowed Dahl to arrive at
fresh conclusions and convincingly demonstrated that the US operates a pluralist
system in which power is divided between different interest groups.

Military Rule and Transition in Ecuador, 1972–92
Can democratic states transplant the seeds of democracy into developing
countries? What have political thinkers going back to the Greek city-states thought
about their capacity to promote democracy? How can democracy be established in
divided societies? This books answers these and other fundamental questions
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behind the concept known as 'democracy promotion.' Following an illuminating
concise discussion of what political philosophers from Plato to Montesquieu
thought about the issue, the authors explore the structural preconditions (culture,
divided societies, civil society) as well as the institutions and processes of
democracy building (constitutions, elections, security sector reform, conflict, and
trade). Along the way they share insights about what policies have worked, which
ones need to be improved or discarded, and, more generally, what advanced
democracies can do to further the cause of democratization in a globalizing world.
In other words, they seek answers to the question, Is democracy exportable?

Who Governs?
Constitutionalism and democracy have been interpreted as both intimately related
and intrinsically opposed. On the one hand constitutions are said to set out the
rules of the democratic game, on the other as constraining the power of the demos
and their representatives to rule themselves - including by reforming the very
processes of democracy itself. Meanwhile, constitutionalists themselves differ on
how far any constitution derives its authority from, and should itself be subject to
democratic endorsement and interpretation. They also dispute whether
constitutions should refer solely to democratic processes, or also define and limit
democratic goals. Each of these positions produces a different view of judicial
review, the content and advisability of a Bill of Rights and the nature of
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constitutional politics. These differences are not simply academic positions, but are
reflected in the different types of constitutional democracy found in the United
States, continental Europe, Britain and many commonwealth countries. The
selected essays explore these issues from the perspectives of law, philosophy and
political science. A detailed and informative introduction sets them in the context
of contemporary debates about constitutionalism.

Democracy and Association
Tocqueville's view that a virtuous and viable democracy depends on robust
associational life has become a cornerstone of contemporary democratic theory.
Democratic theorists generally agree that issue networks, recreational
associations, support circles, religious groups, unions, advocacy groups, and
myriad other kinds of associations enhance democracy by cultivating citizenship,
promoting public deliberation, providing voice and representation, and enabling
varied forms of governance. Yet there has been little work to show how and why
different kinds of association have different effects on democracy--many
supportive but others minimal or even destructive. This book offers the first
systematic assessment of what associations do and don't do for democracy. Mark
Warren explains how and when associational life expands the domain,
inclusiveness, and authenticity of democracy. He looks at which associations are
most likely to foster individuals' capacities for democratic citizenship, provoke
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political debate, open existing institutions, guide market activities, or bring
democratic decision-making to new venues. Throughout, Warren also considers the
trade-offs involved, noting, for example, that organizational solidarity can dampen
internal dissent and deliberation even as it enhances public deliberation. Blending
political and social theory with an eye to social science, Democracy and
Association will draw social scientists with interests in democracy, political
philosophers, students of public policy, as well as the many activists who fortify the
varied landscape we call civil society. As an original analysis of which associational
soils yield vigorous democracies, the book will have a major impact on democratic
theory and empirical research.

Patterns of Democracy
In this provocative book, one of our most eminent political scientists questions the
extent to which the American Constitution furthers democratic goals. Robert Dahl
reveals the Constitution's potentially antidemocratic elements and explains why
they are there, compares the American constitutional system to other democratic
systems, and explores how we might alter our political system to achieve greater
equality among citizens. In a new chapter for this second edition, he shows how
increasing differences in state populations revealed by the Census of 2000 have
further increased the veto power over constitutional amendments held by a tiny
minority of Americans. He then explores the prospects for changing some
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important political practices that are not prescribed by the written Constitution,
though most Americans may assume them to be so.

Republicanism and the Future of Democracy
Political participation is falling and citizen alienation and cynicism is increasing.
This volume brings together the first work of this kind by leading scholars in the US
and Europe to consider the issue. Four of the leading philosophers of deliberative
democracy contribute their commentaries on the groundbreaking empirical
research.

How Democratic Is the American Constitution?
In this prize-winning book, one of the most prominent political theorists of our time
makes a major statement about what democracy is and why it is important. Robert
Dahl examines the most basic assumptions of democratic theory, tests them
against the questions raised by its critics, and recasts the theory of democracy into
a new and coherent whole. He concludes by discussing the directions in which
democracy must move if advanced democratic states are to exist in the future.
“When Robert Dahl speaks about democracy, everyone should listen. With
Democracy and Its Critics Dahl has produced a work destined to become another
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classic.”—Lucian W. Pye, American Political Science Review “In this magisterial
work [Dahl]… describe[s] what democracy means…; why our own democracy is
still deeply flawed; and how we could reform it…. A work of extraordinary
intelligence and, what is even rarer, a work of extraordinary wisdom.”—Robert N.
Bellah, New York Times Book Review

Hyperdemocracy
In this timely and important work, eminent political theorist John Dunn argues that
democracy is not synonymous with good government. The author explores the
labyrinthine reality behind the basic concept of democracy, demonstrating how the
political system that people in the West generally view as straightforward and
obvious is, in fact, deeply unclear and, in many cases, dysfunctional. Consisting of
four thought-provoking lectures, Dunn’s book sketches the path by which
democracy became the only form of government with moral legitimacy, analyzes
the contradictions and pitfalls of modern American democracy, and challenges the
academic world to take responsibility for giving the world a more coherent
understanding of this widely misrepresented political institution. Suggesting that
the supposedly ideal marriage of liberal economics with liberal democracy can
neither ensure its continuance nor even address the problems of contemporary
life, this courageous analysis attempts to show how we came to be so gripped by
democracy’s spell and why we must now learn to break it.
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Democracy Transformed?
For this fiftieth-anniversary edition, Dahl has written an extensive new afterword
that reevaluates Madisonian theory in light of recent research. And in a new
foreword, he reflects back on his influential volume and the ways his views have
evolved since he wrote it. For any student or scholar of political science, this new
material is an essential update on a gold standard in the evolving field of
democratic theory.

Democracy and its Critics
Why our belief in government by the people is unrealistic—and what we can do
about it Democracy for Realists assails the romantic folk-theory at the heart of
contemporary thinking about democratic politics and government, and offers a
provocative alternative view grounded in the actual human nature of democratic
citizens. Christopher Achen and Larry Bartels deploy a wealth of social-scientific
evidence, including ingenious original analyses of topics ranging from abortion
politics and budget deficits to the Great Depression and shark attacks, to show that
the familiar ideal of thoughtful citizens steering the ship of state from the voting
booth is fundamentally misguided. They demonstrate that voters—even those who
are well informed and politically engaged—mostly choose parties and candidates
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on the basis of social identities and partisan loyalties, not political issues. They also
show that voters adjust their policy views and even their perceptions of basic
matters of fact to match those loyalties. When parties are roughly evenly matched,
elections often turn on irrelevant or misleading considerations such as economic
spurts or downturns beyond the incumbents' control; the outcomes are essentially
random. Thus, voters do not control the course of public policy, even indirectly.
Achen and Bartels argue that democratic theory needs to be founded on identity
groups and political parties, not on the preferences of individual voters. Now with
new analysis of the 2016 elections, Democracy for Realists provides a powerful
challenge to conventional thinking, pointing the way toward a fundamentally
different understanding of the realities and potential of democratic government.

The Democracy Sourcebook
Although democracy is a widely held value, concrete measurement of it is elusive.
Gerardo L. Munck’s constructive assessment of the methods used to measure
democracies promises to bring order to the debate in academia and in practice.
Drawing on his years of academic research on democracy and measurement and
his practical experience evaluating democratic practices for the United Nations and
the Organization of American States, Munck's discussion bridges the theories of
academia with practical applications. In proposing a more open and collaborative
relationship between theory and action, he makes the case for reassessing how
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democracy is measured and encourages fundamental changes in methodology.
Munck’s field-tested framework for quantifying and qualifying democracy is built
around two instruments he developed: the UN Development Programme’s Electoral
Democracy Index and a case-by-case election monitoring tool used by the OAS.
Measuring Democracy offers specific, real-world lessons that scholars and
practitioners can use to improve the quality and utility of data about democracy. -Todd Landman

A Preface to Economic Democracy
In this book, the eminent psychoanalyst Leonard Shengold looks at why some
people are resistant to change, even when it seems to promise a change for the
better. Drawing on a lifetime of clinical experience as well as wide readings of
world literature, Shengold shows how early childhood relationships with parents
can lead to a powerful conviction that change means loss. Dr. Shengold, who is
well known for his work on the lasting affects of childhood trauma and child abuse
in such seminal books as Soul Murder and Soul Murder Revisited, continues his
exploration into the consequences of early psychological injury and loss. In the
examples of his patients and in the lives and work of such figures as Edna St.
Vincent Millay, William Wordsworth, and Henrik Ibsen, Shengold looks at the
different ways in which unconscious impressions connected with early experiences
and fantasies about parents are integrated into individual lives. He shows the
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difficulties he encounters with his patients in raising these memories to the
conscious level where they can be known and owned; and he also shows, in his
survey of literary figures, how these memories can become part of the creative
process. Haunted by Parents offers a deeply humane reflection on the values and
limitations of therapy, on memory and the lingering effects of the past, and on the
possibility of recognizing the promise of the future.

China And The Challenge Of The Future
James Madison (1751-1836) - 'the Father of the American Constitution' - was a
legal and political thinker of great originality and range. The essays by eminent
scholars reprinted in this volume explore various facets and aspects of Madison's
legal, constitutional and political thought. These include his views of human
nature, republican political theory and practice, federalism, natural and civil rights,
religious liberty, and constitutional interpretation. The volume is edited and
introduced by Terence Ball whose scholarly publications include an authoritative
annotated edition of Hamilton, Madison and Jay's The Federalist (Cambridge
University Press, 2003).

Is Democracy Exportable?
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"A tightly woven explanation of the conditions under which cultures that do not
tolerate political opposition may be transformed into societies that do."—Foreign
Affairs "[Dahl's] analysis is lucid, perceptive, and thorough."—Times Literary
Supplement Amidst all the emotional uproar about democracy and the widespread
talk of revolution comes this clear call to reason—a mind-stretching book that
equips the young and the old suddenly to see an ageless problem of society in a
new and exciting way. Everything Dahl says can be applied in a fascinating way to
the governing of any human enterprise involving more than one person—whether
it is a nation-state, a political party, a business firm, or a university.
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